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Safe Harbor Statement

This presentation may contain forward-looking statements that are based on our current expectations. Forward looking statements may include statements about our financial guidance and expected operating results, our opportunities and future potential, our product development and new product introduction plans, our ability to expand and penetrate our addressable markets and other statements that are not historical facts. These statements are only predictions and actual results may materially vary from those projected. Please refer to Cray's documents filed with the SEC from time to time concerning factors that could affect the Company and these forward-looking statements.
Top Priorities

- Complete initializers: init=, type aliases, noinit
- More delete-free work: lifetime checking, nil checking
- Improved interoperability with Python, C, Fortran, C++
- Performance improvements
- Enable LLVM back-end by default
  - explore support for vectorization
- Continued support for AI workflows
- Runtime support for libfabric / OFI
- Namespace improvements
- Compiler performance improvements
Other Priorities

- **Big ticket items:**
  - GPU support
    - via direct code generation
    - via GPU libraries
  - Constrained generics
  - Partial reductions
  - Array-as-vec improvements (via a separate type?)

- **Focused efforts:**
  - UTF-8 string interfaces
  - Shape preservation of range loop expressions / promotions
  - Further HDF5 / NetCDF improvements
  - Atomics use cstdlib by default (?)
  - Incorporate GASNet-Ex

- **User support**
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